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New in the Cloud-Based Assessors

ERI continues to add features to its cloud-based Assessor Series®
based on customer requests. In the Relocation Assessor, ERI
has added new locations to City Reports, which now provide
detailed long-term housing cost information for popular expat
neighborhoods in 95 major business cities (including 28 U.S. cities, 6 Canadian cities, 18 European cities, 12 Latin American cities, 25 Asian cities, and 6 African cities). City Reports include a
daily rate for short-term serviced housing costs in prime business
locations, Daily Subsistence Allowances paid to United Nations
employees, Per Diem amounts allowed for U.S. Department of
State personnel, and local gas prices, as well as hardship and
danger pay differentials (for applicable locations).

National Compensation Index

The National Compensation Index is designed to capture salary changes across a broad range of jobs found in the United
States economy. This index shows how national compensation
has changed over the three years prior to the time of publication:
February 2016. Specifically, the data range used for this study
was January 1, 2013, to January 1, 2016. The data contained in
this report are derived from quarterly results published in ERI’s
Salary Assessor, a professional compensation tool used widely
across the public and private sector, including most Fortune 500
organizations. The specific data used in this report represent 2,403
distinct occupations, which were consistently surveyed across the
three years covered by this report. These occupations range from
the lowest paid occupation that ERI surveys (Dishwasher) to the
highest paid (CEO) and represent mean base salary. Data are first
examined on an aggregate basis before being broken down into
10 occupational categories. ERI’s National Compensation Index is different from ERI’s Salary Increase Survey & Forecast in
that the former examines growth to the present, whereas the latter
examines future projections of growth.
In the process of examining the growth of compensation on a
national basis, the data are broken into 10 specific occupational
categories to study changes in compensation at a more granular
level. The populations of these categories are illustrated below.
The largest occupational category is Field, Shop, and Services,
which contains 23% of the occupations examined by ERI. This
category is followed by Professional at 13%, Health Care at 11%,
and Sales at 11%. The smallest category is Information Technology, which constituted 2% of the overall sample. Slightly larger
than Information Technology is the Top Management category,
which covered 6% of the occupations.

Visit www.erieri.com/whatsnew to learn more about new features in the Assessor Series and view a list of recently added
jobs and locations.

Percentage of Occupations by Category

Upcoming Trade Shows

Stop by ERI’s booth at one of these 2016 conferences:
• WorldatWork 2016 Total Rewards Conference
June 6-8, 2016 — San Diego, CA
• SHRM 2016 Annual Conference
June 19-22, 2016 — Washington, DC
• WorldatWork 2016 Total Rewards Canadian Conference
September 14-16, 2016 — Toronto, ON

Visit www.erieri.com/whitepapers to read more.
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RESOURCES
Executive Compensation Index

Why Compensation Analytics?

ERI’s Executive Compensation Index is a quarterly report that
measures trends in executive compensation using analysis of the
companies included in the Russell 3000 index. The Russell 3000
is comprised of 3000 securities traded on U.S. stock exchanges
that collectively represent roughly 98% of the investable equity
market in the United States. Last updated on June 26, 2015, the
Russell 3000 includes 2,986 distinct publicly traded companies.
The January 2016 edition of the Executive Compensation Index specifically highlights compensation for the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Legal Officer, and Chief Information Officer.
This report also discusses the fluid landscape for the analysis and
benchmarking of executive compensation packages. Analysis of
public company disclosures drives this discussion.

Organizations are leveraging internal and external datasets to
generate analytics upon which they can make smarter business
decisions. The effective design of robust analytics can be based
on time series regression analysis. This generally is the result of
iterative analytics that lead to identifying meaningful independent variables. These independent variables help to predict a
probable outcome with some reasonable certainty.
As HR, compensation, and total rewards leaders, establishing
an employer brand that effectively communicates a winning
employee value proposition including both financial and nonfinancial rewards is one of the most important objectives. Getting the financial part of the equation right requires an economically sustainable and cohesive philosophy based on a long-term
strategy.

Median revenue for the Russell 3000 increased 4.4% from 2013
to 2014. The median revenue for companies in the index was
just over $810 million in 2014. From 2008 to 2009, median
annual revenue dropped more than 12% for this group. Since
2009, median revenue rose more than 25%. Roughly 80% of
companies in the index saw positive revenue growth in 2014,
while 56% increased revenue by at least 10% over 2013.
The chart below illustrates the 2015 Russell 3000 by industry
sector. Financial Services, Technology, and Consumer Cyclical
companies each represent 15% of the index. Not far behind are
Health Care and Industrials at 14%.

To get the compensation financial element right, start by defining
how you want to compete in the external market place and then
collect relevant compensation data. This may be accomplished
by surveying your competitors’ pay levels at a single point in
time and using the resultant descriptive statistics as input. Traditional compensation survey benchmarks are actual data points
and calculations of simple averages, percentiles, and counts,
which have been normalized to a common date.

Industry Sectors

Today, organizations that integrate compensation analytics into
the decision-making process generally have a balanced framework that reflects short-term and long-term planning needs. To
support business planning cycles, organizations use compensation structures and labor cost estimates based on data from a
single time period benchmark with a smaller sample size, as well
as an analytics benchmark with a larger sample size that reflects
data collected from thousands of available salary surveys, representing the movement of pay levels over time. At ERI, the
compensation analytics benchmark is calculated with time series
regression analysis, integrating ERI’s historical datasets with the
most recent datasets. The regression equations applied can be
linear, quadratic, cubic spline, and polynomial cubic spline.

To analyze executive pay, the Russell 3000 companies were divided into three groups by the most recent market capitalization:

ERI Economic Research Institute has been at the forefront of
robust compensation analytics for over 25 years. HR, compensation, and total rewards leaders can drive this change to make
smarter business decisions in their organization beginning with
compensation analytics. Find out more at www.erieri.com/Blog/
post/2016/01/20/Why-Compensation-Analytics.

• Small Cap – less than $750 million (948 companies)
• Medium Cap – $750 million to $4 billion (1,176 companies)
• Large Cap – greater than $4 billion (862 companies)
For more details on ERI’s Executive Compensation Index, see
www.erieri.com/whitepapers.
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ERI SALARY SURVEYS
Participation Deadline Extended

Health Care Benefits Survey Available

We have extended the submission deadline to April 15 for ERI’s
compensation surveys. Survey participants will continue to receive a significant discount toward the purchase of the full survey report in which they participate, plus a free electronic copy
of the survey’s Executive Summary. Results of our 2016 compensation surveys will be released in August.

Benchmarking health plan costs and practices with other employers in the external marketplace is the first step in evaluating
the effectiveness of current strategies or potential changes. The
recently released 2016 Health Care Benefits Benchmarking
Survey assists employers in making competitive decisions about
their offerings. The report features sections on general benefits
practices, general features of medical coverage, and co-payment
requirements, as well as prescription drug plans, dental benefits,
vision benefits, and more. Data are presented by organization
sector, industry group, organization size (number of employees),
and geographic region. Participation for the ninth edition of the
survey was solicited from U.S. employers in the public, private,
and nonprofit sectors. This survey is available for $549. Visit
http://salary-surveys.erieri.com for more information and a full
participant list.

How to Participate in Our Surveys

• Go to http://salary-surveys.erieri.com and select a survey
by industry or job function. Click on a survey title from the
home page for more information and participation options.
• Participate online or offline. Each survey description page
includes an online submission link, as well as Excel and PDF
versions of the questionnaire.
• Submit your data and order form. Complete the online
submission process to submit data and order online. Questionnaires and order forms in Excel and PDF formats may be
returned by email, fax, or mail (postmarked by April 15).

Benefits in Nonprofit Organizations

The 16th edition of the Benefits in Nonprofit Organizations
survey will be released in July. The 2016 report continues coverage on medical, prescription, and dental costs, plus life/disability
benefits, retirement plan practices, paid leave, and other benefits
such as executive perquisites in nonprofit organizations. This
survey provides nonprofits with a valuable reference needed to
compare current benefits offerings with those of other organizations in the U.S.

Assessor Series subscribers who participate in a survey via
ERI’s Platform Library® will receive a free PDF copy of the
results. (Participation discounts are not applied toward Assessor
Series subscriptions.) If you have already submitted data for
your industry, consider participating in one of the job function or
combined industry surveys. By participating in ERI’s compensation surveys, you not only strengthen the data in the surveys,
but also contribute to the quality of our Assessor Series datasets.

Executive Survey for 2016

ERI’s Top Management and Executive Compensation Survey provides market-based pay data for 59 executive benchmark
jobs. Two pages of information are reported for each benchmark
position in the 2016 report, including a description of job responsibilities, and survey mean, median, and percentiles for salary
and annual bonus compensation. For top executive positions,
survey results for stock and option awards, as well as payouts
pursuant to performance-based cash plans, are provided. For
each position, this report also includes compensation estimates
from ERI’s Assessor Series database. These estimates are the
result of more than 25 years of time series analysis of survey
and public source executive pay data. Data from this survey are
separated into four groups by the most recent annual revenue of
the participating companies, as follows:

Survey Results Coming in August

Results of ERI’s industry-specific and job function compensation surveys will be released in August. In addition to employerprovided participant data, these traditional surveys also report
two complimentary sources of data per job title: digitized public
records and ERI’s Assessor Series databases as of March 31 of
the survey year. Each survey provides salary information for
over 100 benchmark jobs ranging from support staff to executive
positions. Compensation data are reported as annual base salary, incentive/variable pay, and total direct compensation shown
in means, medians, and percentiles. Survey information for the
2016 reports is solicited through traditional mail, email, and online questionnaires. Data submissions are thoroughly screened
by our team of experienced researchers prior to inclusion in a
survey. No attempt is made to alter incumbent data as reported
other than to normalize collected compensation amounts to a
common date. Participation is not required to purchase the results. Ranging in price from $579 to $789 (for non-participants),
our surveys provide current, affordable data and may be purchased online at http://salary-surveys.erieri.com with national or
regional results. Also, we will be launching an online application
for salary surveys in August! Stay tuned for more information.
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• Small Business – annual revenue less than $25 million
• Medium Business – annual revenue between $25 million
and $250 million
• Large Business – annual revenue between $250 million and
$1 billion
• Enterprise – annual revenue greater than $1 billion
For more information, visit http://salary-surveys.erieri.com.
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NONPROFIT PAY & UPCOMING EVENTS
When Not to Be an Outlier

Public Webinars

While there are some situations that call for standing out from
the crowd, setting nonprofit executive compensation is not one
of them – that is, unless there is a thoughtful process that is not
only supported by data, but also well-documented, and justifies a
higher-than-expected salary.

These public webinars have been awarded 1.5 hours of
recertification credit by HRCI and SHRM and have been approved
by WorldatWork for recertification credit. For more information,
see http://dlc.erieri.com/webinars.
Designing Executive Compensation Packages
April 19, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PDT)
This introduction to executive compensation will cover total
compensation elements and include base salary, short-term
incentives, long-term incentives, deferred plans, benefits, and
perquisites. We will discuss the objectives of these programs,
cover the related SEC and related IRS rules, and establish a
framework for planning executive total compensation.

The IRS is looking for outliers when it investigates compensation for nonprofit executives. When nonprofit executive salaries
are at the higher end of the range for similar nonprofits, it becomes very important to take all the necessary steps to document
that compensation is reasonable. The IRS looks at compensation data reported on Forms 990 and so should those who are responsible for determining what compensation should be in their
organization.

Navigating FLSA Compliance
May 17, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PDT)
Learn what makes a position exempt vs. non-exempt under federal
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) requirements and gain insight on
properly classifying positions. This course will define a process
that companies can follow to manage classifications, as well as
cover current and anticipated record-keeping requirements.

An easy first step to see if a particular executive salary is an
outlier is to use ERI’s Nonprofit Comparables Assessor™ (CA),
actually the same software that is used by IRS investigators. The
IRS wants data for “similar organizations” to be used in the comparison, so the CA software uses the Form 990 data from organizations with similar characteristics to calculate an average salary. “Similar” organizations are defined based on criteria chosen
by the user – for example, similar in type and services provided
(the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities code); similar in
size (annual revenues reported on the Form 990); and similar
in geographic location (all U.S., one state, or selected states).
The table below, generated by ERI’s Nonprofit Comparables
Assessor, shows the expected direct compensation for the CEO
of a mid-sized Human Services organization in California based
on data reported in the Forms 990 of organizations meeting the
selection criteria.

Compensation Basics: Job Analysis, Descriptions & Evaluations
June 7, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PDT)
This introductory webinar will examine methods and processes
essential for compensation practitioners, such as job analysis,
job documentation, and job evaluation. We will discuss several
analysis techniques to obtain and document relevant information
about each distinct role performed within an organization.

Subscriber Webinars

For more information, see www.erieri.com/webinars.
All Assessor Products Training
May 19, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
Salary Assessor® Training
April 12, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
May 10, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
June 14, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)

So, if the CEO in question is paid less than or around $155,000,
then the organization can feel pretty comfortable that there will
be few questions about reasonable compensation from regulators, charity watch groups, clients, funders, etc. However, if the
pay is much higher, say more than $195,000, additional data are
needed for documentation that will be available to respond to
possible questions about salary levels.

Executive Compensation Assessor® Training
April 21, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
June 21, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
Geographic Assessor® Training
April 7, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
May 5, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
June 2, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)

The next step is collecting more detailed data on perhaps 10 to
15 organizations that are most similar – the organizations that
may be those providing similar services that have CEOs with
similar backgrounds and experience. Read more at www.erieri.
com/Blog/post/2016/01/28/When-Not-to-Be-an-Outlier.
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Relocation Assessor® Training
April 28, 2016 – 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM (PDT)
May 26, 2016 – 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM (PDT)
June 23, 2016 – 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM (PDT)
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